
Lady Emma Hamilton, a contemporary 
mentioned in Goethe’s memoir Italian 
Journey, invented a posing technique 
that eventually garnered her wide-
spread fame: The stances she adopted 
in her Attitudes�RMMI�ASCQ�DPMK�RFC�ÂE-
urative patterns of antique vases, suc-
cessfully inscribing her work into what 
was to become Europe’s international 
style of the moment— neoclassicism. 
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Goethe Discovers the Image 
as a Social Medium 
Philipp Ekardt 

 PMSLB������N?PRQ�MD�UCQRCPL�$SPMNC�Q?U�?�TMESC�MD�QM�A?JJCB�R?@JC?SV�TGT?LRQ±JGRCP?JJW�RP?LQJ?RCB�DPMK�%PCLAF�µJGTGLE�NGARSPCQ�¶�3?@JCSV�TGT?LRQ�
depict a scene presented by silent and stationary participants who are posed and in costume. These peculiarly intangible images, despite their 
ÃCCRGLE�AF?P?ARCP�?AOSGPCB�AMLQGBCP?@JC�NPMKGLCLAC�?R�RFC�RGKC�MD�RFCGP�CKCPECLAC��(LGRG?JJW�?�N?QRGKC�GL�RFC�L?QACLR�@MSPECMGQ�Q?JMLQ�?LB�RFC�
aristocratic courts of France, they were then gradually adopted in German-speaking lands. Frequently relying on motifs from the history of painting, 
people at such gatherings grouped themselves into images for their peers to contemplate—primarily in spaces that served as social meeting places; 
eventually and to a smaller extent also on theater stages. These images are the subject of my research.

Seeing Before Photography 

One of the entry points into the realm of tableaux vivants, and one of the 
focal points of my investigation, is textual, even literary: Goethe’s 1809 
novel $JCARGTC� ÄLGRGCQ, which contains a number of famed descriptions 
of such gatherings. The novel played a considerable role in spreading 
tableaux vivants to the German states. Historical sources, for example, 
journals covering the elegant and literary tendencies of the day, report 
a strong uptick inspired by $JCARGTC� ÄLGRGCQ; the book’s main mediating 
PMJC�QCCKQ�LMR�RM�F?TC�AMLQGQRCB�GL�RP?LQKGRRGLE�QNCAGÂA�GK?ECQ�@SR�
rather, in instructing its readers how to create a tableau vivant. 

The published scholarship on the topic revealed a set of ubiquitous 
assumptions about these transient images: Authors spoke of moving 
@MBGCQ�DPCCXGLE�GLRM�QR?QGQ��QNCCB�@PMSEFR�RM�?�F?JR��?L�?@PSNRLCQQ�RF?R�
sapped life. I was doubly struck: First of all, these views are quite at 
odds with the descriptions in Goethe’s novel, where the making of a tab-
leau vivant is described as a gradual process of construction involving 
a careful planning of the image to be presented, a gathering and even 

fabrication of costumes, and, ultimately, a deliberate placement of the 
protagonists. Our own contemporary approaches frequently seemed to 
be getting the temporality of tableaux vivants wrong. 

Further, the way in which the coming-into-being of these images was 
?AAMSLRCB�DMP�QMSLBCB�TCPW�D?KGJG?P��(L�GR�(�PCAMELGXCB�?�ACPR?GL�NPCAML-
ceived understanding of how a photograph, in particular of a person, 
GQ�R?ICL��,MTGLE�@MBGCQ�?PC�QL?NNCB�GLRM�QSBBCL�DPCCXCQ��,SAF�PCACLR�
scholarship about tableaux vivants seems to project our assumptions 
?@MSR�RFC�NFMRMEP?NFGA�KCBGSK³Q�µÂVGLE¶�OS?JGRGCQ�@?AI�MLRM�?�UFMJC�
stratum of visual culture and a body of writing that, judging by Goethe’s 
?AAMSLRQ�MNCP?RCB�SLBCP�?�BGÁCPCLR�JMEGA��(L�RFGQ�JMEGA�UPCQRGLE�?�QR?@JC�
GK?EC�DPMK�MRFCPUGQC�ÃCCRGLE�AMLQRGRSCLRQ�PCOSGPCB�MRFCP�NPMACBSPCQ��
One of the challenges I face is thinking about a highly mobile, intermit-
tent type of image that relied on stagings of the body but did not be-
have according to the logic by which our eyes (or minds) are accustomed 
to seeing them. To think about tableaux vivants, I was required to learn 
to see before photography, as it were. 
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Building an Image

Attending closely to Goethe’s words, it became clear to me that the 
way in which he envisioned the production of such images was, in a 
manner, more classical. In touch with older painterly discourses on the 
construction of images, the idea was that a host of material constit-
uents, including the models, had to be pulled together and arranged 
in a fortuitous manner to make the image appear and become stable. 
&MCRFC�AMLQGBCPCB�K?RCPG?J�AMKNMQGRGML�P?RFCP�RF?L�?�KCBG?J�DPCCXGLE�
to be the core technique for making a tableau vivant stick. Rather than 
µQL?NNGLE¶�GR�MLC�F?B�RM�@SGJB�GR�NSJJ�GR�RMECRFCP�DPMK�GRQ�AMKNMLCLRQ�

19th Century Social Media: Anticipating the Future 

One passage in Goethe’s text, which I am particularly fond of, describes 
a dress worn by one of his novel’s protagonists as she poses as part of 
?�PCQR?EGLE�MD�RFC���RF�ACLRSPW�#SRAF�N?GLRCP�&CP?PB�RCP�!MPAF³Q�3FC�
Gallant Conversation. Around the waist, the garment gathers together 
QRGÁ�UFGRC�Q?RGL�DMJBQ�?L�?@MTC�?LB�@CJMU�MD�R?GJMPCB�NJC?RQ��3M�KC�
this intricate folding not only embodies the careful compositional ac-
tivity that, according to Goethe, constituted the force that kept these 

MRFCPUGQC�ÃCCRGLE�?PP?LECKCLRQ�RMECRFCP��RFC�BPCQQ�?JQM�AMLLCARQ�RM�
another medium that Goethe’s novel treats on a number of occasions: 
fashion. For indeed, Goethe not only thought of tableaux vivants as a 
NP?ARGAC�@SR�?JQM� PCÃCARCB�ML� GRQ�QMAG?J� JGDC��3?@JC?SV�TGT?LRQ�UCPC�?�
fashion—a manner of making images that, while it was being trans-
mitted, acquired distinctness, readability and clarity, but then fell back 
into obscurity after it had run its course. Instead of understanding 
tableaux vivants as proto-photographs, we are thus perhaps better 
?BTGQCB� RM� RFGLI�MD� RFCK�QRPSARSP?JJW�?Q�?LRGAGN?RGMLQ�MD�?�BGÁCPCLR�
more recent condition that we have become all too familiar with: What 
we are encountering here is an early version of the image in and as 
social media, of the image as a form that traverses the social, is picked 
up and articulated by its members, spreads, perhaps trends, gains dis-
RGLARGML�	QCJD�
QR?@GJGXCQ�?LB�RFCL�NCRCPQ�MÁ�?LB�BGQQGN?RCQ�
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Goethe modeled one of the tableaux 
vivants in $JCARGTC�  ÄLGRGCQ on ter 
Borch’s Gallant Conversation. Focus-
ing on the dress that takes center 
stage in the painting—the artist’s 
contemporaries referred to these and 
QGKGJ?P�UMPIQ�?Q� µQ?RGL�NGCACQ¶±�RFGQ�
garment’s textile architecture exem-
NJGÂCQ� RFC� ECLCP?RGTC� NPGLAGNJC� MD� RFC�
tableaux: careful construction, rather 
than sudden arrests. 


